Chest Conf. Schedule

2014-2015

Monday at 1:00 in F2/401

First Monday of the month = TLC fellows present cases

Second Monday of the month = ILD or Radiology topics:

- 8/11 Dr. Sandbo – ILD
- 9/22 Dr. C Meyer – Radiology
- 10/13 Dr. Kanne – Radiology
- 11/10 Dr. Sandbo – ILD
- 1/26/15 Dr. C Meyer – Radiology
- 2/9/2015 Dr. Sandbo – ILD
- 3/9/2015 Dr. Kanne – Radiology
- 5/11/2015 Dr. Sandbo – ILD

Third and Fourth Monday of the month = APS and Consult fellows present cases